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Apply online now to obtain your AASA Officials Licence:  

www.aasa.com.au/accreditation 
There is no fee to apply, and we acknowledge any prior experience you may have had. 

We also take this opportunity to remind our officials that as of 1st August 2017, all 

Victorian Officials will be required to have a valid Working With Children Check. It’s free 

to obtain for volunteers.  

Just visit http://www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/home/applications/apply+for+a+check/. 

Once you have received your WWCC, please forward it onto our office to ensure that you can 

continue to participate in AASA Motorsport Events. 

http://www.aasa.com.au/accreditation
http://www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/home/applications/apply+for+a+check/
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Hi members 

 

Another great issue for you– thanks to all who 
contributed. 
 
 

Don’t forget if you have something of interest 
to share in Pitstop send it in to me :  
 
 glenys@benallaautoclub.com.au 
 
 Glenys Collins 

 



PRESIDENTS REPORT 

 

 

By Barry Stilo….. 

 

 

our August BAC Committee meeting was held on the Sunday night 

after the AMRS Round at Wakefield Park and it was actually the first 

time the BAC Committee had met at Goulburn!   

 

Many of the Committee spent time at the circuit over the weekend 

looking at the facilities and the operations of the business.  We were 

able to formally meet and welcome Dean Chapman to the BAC family 

and I enjoyed talking with him, listening to his impressions of our club 

and businesses. 

 

Unfortunately not all the committee could attend the meeting in 

person, with family and work commitments clashing with the visit to 

Wakefield Park but I am pleased that now every current committee 

member has been able to visit Wakefield Park, which gives us a much 

better understanding of the opportunities and challenges. 

 

It is still great to see all the different events at our tracks and I have 

noticed several members recently in their new BAC jackets!  I think 

they look great and I believe there is more merchandise to come soon! 

 

See you around the Club . . . . .  

 

Barry 

 

Barry Stilo 

President of Benalla Auto Club 



REPORT FROM THE CEO 

 

 

By Chris Lewis-Williams 

 

Last weekend saw the running of the first Supercars endurance 

round, the Sandown 500.  This gave us an opportunity to meet 

with Supercars representative and talk about our 2019 event 

and begin planning for 2020 and beyond.  These conversations 

were very productive and we look forward to some announcements in the next 

few months. 

The first year of promoting a National Series, the Australian Motor Racing Series 

(AMRS) has not been without its challenges, but we remain committed to the 

philosophy under which we created the series, to listen to the competitors and 

provide them a series that allows them to enjoy their passion in an enjoyable and 

safe environment.  Our small team has once again created something great that 

allows us to utilise our event management and promotional skills and showcase 

the AASA as an alternative for all forms of motorsport. 

September is a very busy time at the AASA with our annual insurance 

renewal.  The relationship between our insurance broker and the AASA has been 

significantly strengthened in recent years  and as our processes and 

documentation have improved we have gained increasing support from both our 

broker and the insurance panel who back our activities.  It is with this support that 

we are able to continue to grow the AASA, into not only more motorsport 

disciplines but into other ranges of products that align with our motorsport 

customers.  Exciting times ahead! 

Wakefield Park hosted the August BAC Committee meeting, a great opportunity 

for the committee to have a look around the venue and meet the team.  Dean 

had not long been in his new role as Operations Manager but welcomed the 

opportunity to meet the Committee and chat about all things Wakefield park. 

Our new merchandise jackets have arrived and the polo shirts are due any day.  It 

has been great to see them around not only our tracks, but out and about!  If you 

have any merchandise suggestions please don’t hesitate to contact us at 

info@benallaautoclub.com.au 

 

 

Until next time 

 

Chris 

 

Chris Lewis-Williams  

CEO Benalla Auto Club Group 

 

mailto:info@benallaautoclub.com.au


For Your Information: 
 

Do you have a car registered under the VicRoads Club Permit 
Scheme? 
 

Here is a list of your responsibilities as shown on the VICROADS 
website: 
 

Responsibilities and obligations of club permit holders  
Club permit holders must: 
 
1. Ensure that the vehicle is only used for private use and is not used for 

commercial use 

2. Ensure they are familiar with their particular club’s requirements for club 
permit holders 

3. Ensure they are familiar with the log book requirements 

4. Maintain their vehicles in a manner which ensures that the vehicle is in a 
“safe” condition for use on a highway 

5. Present their vehicle for periodic safety checks if prescribed by their club, or 
in the case of street rods, if prescribed by the Australian Street Rod 
Federation 

6. Maintain financial membership of the club at all times whilst holding a club 
permit 

7. Ensure that the log book and permit is carried in the vehicle at all times the 
vehicle is in use 

8. Ensure that the number plate(s) and windscreen label as issued by us are 
correctly displayed on the vehicle at all times when the vehicle is in use.  

Please take particular note of number 6 — have you renewed your BAC 
membership? 

For more information please go to : 

https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/registration/limited-use-permits/club-permit-
scheme/car-club-permits 

CLUB 
PERMIT 

 

WAKEFIELD  

PARK  

MERCHANDISE 

Contact 

Wakefield 

02 4822 2811 

 



 

* Accommodates 10   
* 3 car undercover parking   
* 2 bathrooms  
* 2 toilets  
* BBQ  

* Outdoor dining areas  
* Gas & wood heating   
* Fully furnished 

HERITAGE GREEN 
 

 

 

 

 
4 Goomalibee St, Benalla Vic 3672 

Www.heritagegreenrentalbenalla.com 
Email: heritagegreenrentalbenalla@hotmail.com 

03 57624220 , 0448459634 or 0415408062 

 

PETER BROCK 
ROAD TO GLORY DVD 

$10 
Call into the Winton office or phone 

57607100 to purchase your  

copy 



 

Contact us today to discuss your advertising needs 

glenys@benallaautoclub.com.au 



 

BAC Member gate 
entry to Winton and 

Wakefield 
If the event you are attending is 

a Winton or Wakefield 
promoted event BAC members 

will receive free gate entry 

Please note however that if the 
promoters of the event are not 
Winton or Wakefield but have 

hired the track you will need to 
pay the entry fee at the gate as 
your BAC membership will not 

get you free entry.  

 

Wakefield Park—Look at that sunshine! 
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Matt B Departs Wakefield 
Dear BAC Members, 

By the time this edition of pitstop goes to print, my time at Wakefield would 

have come to an end. 

It is with a heavy heart that I write this farewell note to all in the BAC, I can 

assure you all the decision to leave my role at the venue has not been made 

lightly.  

 

I leave the venue with my head held high in that I know in my heart that I 

have made a significant difference in the running of WP for the BAC, -- in 

many areas and produced some fantastic events along the way, ensuring the 

venue remains not only profitable for the club but continues to be on the map 

for motorsport in NSW.  

There are many achievements, but the most notable are the re-invested dol-

lars back into the venue through projects on cosmetic appearance, track safe-

ty/facility upgrades & vehicle replacement. 

 

I am pleased to have spent some time with the venue’s new manager (Dean) --- the venue continues to be 

in good hands. I am certainly confident now that we have a far better structured environment for Dean to 

continue to grow and prosper the venue into the future. – I wish Dean well for his future at the venue.  

 

With heartfelt thanks, I would like to thank CLW for his continued support, guidance, mentoring and ad-

vice and encouraging development of myself both personally and professionally. I am confident with his 

continued guidance across all businesses across the BAC, we are in good hands into the future.  

I must also thank the team of staff at WP, -- their continued loyalty to the BAC to ensure the future suc-

cess of the venue is unquestionable.  

 

This isn’t the end, (you don’t get rid of me that easily) I 

have a long history as an official at Winton so will con-

tinue to assist the club in a voluntary capacity at both 

venue’s into the future when I am able too.  

 

Yours in Motorsport, 

Matt Baragwanath 
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A   

little  

bit  

of  

history  

 



Keith McDonald with the new Winton 

Officials Shuttle bus 

Benalla Auto Club 

Membership 

 

Have you renewed 
your Benalla Auto Club 
membership for 2018? 

 
Do you have friends or 
family that would like to 

join our  
fantastic club? 

 
Contact  

Glenys or Sharon  
03 5760 7100 



Member Profile 
 

Gary Gourlay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inspired by being trackside at Sandown as a child, Gary Gourlay could barely 

anticipate the long and respected journey in the motorsport industry he 

would later embark on. 

 

Kylie King caught up with the Benalla Auto Club Secretary to discuss his passion for motorsport and hopes 

for the future of the Club. 

 

How did your interest in motorsport come about? 

 

We lived in Beaconsfield and Dad used to take me to Sandown when I was around 10, 11, 12 and I’d 

watch all the FJ’s and cars of the era go around. 

 

Later I worked as an automotive technician at a place called Eiffel Tower Motors, a Chrysler dealer in 

Dandenong and they used to race a lot, so I helped work on the race cars at times, so that fuelled the 

passion. 

 

When did you progress from working on race cars to being actively involved as a participant?  

 

I did my first event, navigated at a rally at 22 and since then I’ve competed at state level and been an 

official for all of those years – I’m still an official. 

 

I’m fortunate because my wife Gail comes rallying with us. We used to take the kids along, even when 

they were six weeks old. In those days rallying was very family orientated – Gail competed as well, did a 

couple of events, some sprint meetings here at Winton. 

 

In 1980 we moved to this area for a change of lifestyle and I joined the North East Car Club and directed 

four state rounds for them. I’m a current treasurer and life member. I’d come down to Winton as a 

corner steward and progressed from that to Clerk of Course. 



 

What are your proudest achievements in your time with Benalla Auto Club?  

 

Becoming Clerk of Course was a big thing for me. Clerk of Course tends to run most meetings and I 

never thought at the age of 16 I’d later be running a race meeting – that was pie in the sky stuff! 

 

Even being on the committee is a great personal achievement. I’m also Chief Steward and a Director 

for AASA and Director of Winton and Wakefield Park – as well as hold several different CAMS 

positions. 

 

Seeing the Club progress over the past few years and to see it now as a very, very well performing 

business or organisation is pleasing.  I can really see the differences around the Club. 

 

What are your thoughts on the future of the BAC? 

 

The AMRS (Australian Motor Racing Series) excites me. That’s a step in the right direction of providing 

a great platform for people to compete in and also for groups that feel they have been 

disenfranchised. 

 

There are a lot of people who enjoy motorsport and want to come and race without the politics and 

that’s what I think we’re offering. 

 

Having the two tracks of Winton and Wakefield Park is also a bonus. Wakefield, being only two hours 

from Sydney is becoming a very popular track. We get a lot of business during the week, and Winton is 

getting there which is great.. 
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Meet Wakefield Park’s New Operations Manager: Dean Chapman 

 

 

The new man at the helm at Wakefield Park, Dean Chapman is settling into his new role. 
Kylie King caught up with him to discuss his career journey so far, and vision for the fu-
ture. 

 

What is your background? 

I was born and raised in Canberra. I’m passionate about motorsport as well as many oth-
er sports, including rugby league, cricket. All sports really. I’m a qualified automotive tech-
nician and have a Bachelor Degree in Business Management. 

My love for sport and cars led me to manage both sporting teams and motorsport compa-
nies. Most recently I’ve managed a motorsport manufacturing company and a motorsport 
team in Southeast Asia, including Bangkok and Kuala Lumpur. 

I started my career as an automotive apprentice at a car dealership. I quickly progressed 
through the company to become workshop manager and service manager. During this 
time, I became involved with motorsport in many different categories ranging from club 
level up to national-level events.  

These roles had a strong focus on customer satisfaction to achieve business growth. I 
learned that the needs of the consumer must be central to all strategic business deci-
sions. 

Over the past three years I have lived in Thailand where I have headed a motorsport com-
pany and worked with race teams in the Thailand Super Series and GT Asia to name a 
few. 

 

Why did you want to pursue a career in the motorsport industry? 

My passion from motorsport comes from the love of cars and the technical challenge they 
can provide.  

I was lured to the motorsport industry first by the cars, but I quickly began to appreciate 
the strategy involved in the sport. This developed into a passion for motorsport. 

I love racing and being a part of professional outfits. As much as it’s fun to race, my pas-
sion is really working on the cars and producing something that is displayed on track. (My 
spanner skills tend to outweigh my driving skills which is probably a key contributor to 
this!) 

 

Before joining Wakefield Park, what did you do?  

My previous role was Chief Operations Officer at West Race Cars’ production plant in 
Bangkok, Thailand.  

It was a very rewarding job where I managed every aspect of production of the vehicle 
and other parts used for motorsport around the world. CNC machining, carbon fibre pro-
duction and chassis production were a few of the exciting day to day sections which I 
managed. 
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What tempted you most to return home and accept this new opportunity?  

As a local who has frequently used Wakefield Park, I was looking forward to being a part 
of it each day and not just on weekends.  I knew I’d love having a racetrack at my office 
window to fuel my desire to work within motorsport.  

The opportunity to work with people with like interests was also a major drawcard for this 
role. I’ve already started enjoying hearing from fellow racers, spectators and staff of the 
track to discuss how we can further improve the venue and enhance their racing experi-
ence. 

 

What do you hope to achieve short term/long term? 

My short-term goals are to improve the facility by listening to the users of Wakefield Park. 
It’s about minimising the administrative burden of racing so we can spend more time on 
the important stuff.  

For most of the competitors at Wakefield Park, racing is a hobby not a job – so it’s all 
about ensuring the experience remains fun, challenging and worthwhile. This may include 
improvements such as information being provided to consumers on how to better utilise 
what Wakefield Park has to offer.  

I have been to many different motorsport complexes around the world as a competing 
team member and spectator. I hope to introduce a few things that I have seen done very 
well by other venues which will suit Wakefield Park and improve the facility for users. 

In the long-term, I’ll look to provide more offerings to the motoring community while im-
proving the current track facilities.  

The long-term goal for Wakefield Park is to not only be a race track, but also a facility that 
provides for all of the motoring needs of the public. Wakefield has a lot of space which 
could be utilised to provide great services to attract further customers. I will develop a 
plan to ensure the facilities are maintained and updated as required. 

 



Steven Zammit’s 

winning truck 

WINTON FUEL SHOP— 

                  YOUR ONE STOP SHOP! 



Hi BAC Members, 
 
I hope everyone has been safe and well since our last edition of Pitstop. 
 
July and August have been busy. Starting with the return of the Australian Super Truck 
series in early July the major meetings just keep coming. A good field of Super Trucks as 
well as the Victorian TT series and other support categories were greeted to some normal 
Winton Winter weather. Very cold. But that didn’t stop the spectators flocking to the 
venue to see the black smoke belching monsters take on the tight short circuit. The Vic TT 
series ran their annual short track event with some great racing. Damien Hunter dominated the Production TT’s in 
his super quick Renault Cleo, John Hickey winning the Super TT’s and Mark Tracey taking out the Extreme TT’s. The 
next round of TT’s will be the Enduro round on the 22nd of September. 
 
Speedway cars also returned for their annual trip to the bitumen. This was the 1st year of the Street Stock bitumen 
Nationals with over 20 cars lining up for the final on Saturday afternoon. The Australian Rally X cars also shared the 
weekend and provided some awesome entertainment. Many comments from the drivers saying that our new track 
layout is the best in Australia if not would class. 
 
The 1st weekend in August saw the 10th running of the Winton Festival of Speed. This event continues to grow in 
both status and numbers with this year having over 280 entries. The racing was fantastic over the weekend with 
many close battles. 
 
August 19th was round 4 of the Winton Sprints. 96 entries was one of the biggest for the year with another 
assortment of winners for the round.  The final round of the Sprints will be held on November 24th. This year for 
the 1st time all series awards will be presented at the annual Gala Awards Night held on December 15th in the 
Winton Corporate centre. Details to follow. 
 
The 4th round of AMRS was held at Wakefield Park in August as well. It would have to have been the coldest race 
meeting I have been to for many years. Thanks to all the Wakefield staff who helped make this meeting a great 
success. This series continues to grow with 125 entries at Wakefield and the next round at Sydney motorsport Park 
expecting around 150 entries. Look out for the live streaming in Blendline TV. 
 
Improvements continue to happen at Winton with the slab being poured for the new disabled toilet block opposite 
the main office. There is also a new storage area in the corporate centre to hide all the equipment that is needed 
from time to time for our many corporate functions now being held in the corporate building. New pavers have 
been laid outside the relocated V8 kiosk and will be a huge improvement standing on dry ground and not mud. 
Other improvements are the baby change room that is behind the main café, the new merchandise shop now in 
the old bar area as well as the repairs to the motorkhana kiosk. Flag poles have also been erected opposite the 
lawn area to fly our BAC and Winton flag proudly. Also drop into the new Race shop at the servo and have a look at 
our full range of Race suits, Safety equipment including helmets and race set up equipment. 
 
I would also like to welcome Keven Stoopman who has joined our team at Winton Raceway recently. He brings a 
wealth of knowledge from within the racing scene having won many championships and competed in just about 
every series in Australia. Keven also ran a very successful business [Trik Trailers] until recently before starting at 
Winton.  
 
Also a huge thanks to all the staff at Winton Raceway who continue to work hard to make Winton the place to be. 
Also to all our volunteers and officials that brave the elements almost every weekend to make it happen. 
 
Don’t forget about the annual Black Tie Ball / Gala Awards Night to be held on December 15th. This has continued 
to grow over the past 3 years with this year well on the way to be the biggest 
yet. Tables can be booked via the Winton Office now 
 
Until next time!! Stay safe race fans!!     
 Wayne. 
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The Australian Motor Racing 

Series “Drive for Drought 

Relief” event at Wakefield 

Park last weekend has been 

successful in providing some 

much-needed funds for 

drought-affected farmers and communities, raising more than 

$13,000 for the “Buy a Bale” program. 

The funds were generated from a combination of sources including 

spectator revenue, circuit café sales and a Saturday night auction, 

as well as categories and event suppliers who donated to the cause. 

The total value of the fundraising equates to more than a semi-

trailer load of hay, and Benalla Auto Club Group CEO Chris Lewis-

Williams has thanked the donors for their generosity. 

“I’d like to acknowledge everyone who contributed to Buy a Bale, 

it’s been a fantastic outcome,” Mr Lewis-Williams said. 

“Ironically, there was a lot of rain on the Saturday, so it was 

drought relief in a literal sense – a big thank you to all the 

spectators, teams and volunteers who braved the weather, as well 

as supporting a worthy cause, they also witnessed and participated 

in some exciting racing in the tricky conditions. 

“Following on from the success of this event, we’ll be looking for 

other chances to support the community in the future – five of the 

six AMRS rounds in 2018 are based in regional centres, so we see 

our role to assist where we can,” Mr Lewis-Williams concluded. 
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What’s happening at  

Wakefield 

With Dean Chapman 

Just short of two months in to my role here at Wakefield Park and I have had the chance 

to meet some great people and help picture the exciting times ahead here in Goulburn.  

I am very grateful for being given the opportunity to lead Wakefield Park in to the future 

by BAC and I hope everyone that uses the facilities continues to enjoy what we have to 

offer. Moving into the future I hope to continue the improvements which Matt my prede-

cessor has already started. With the new curbing at turn three and expansion of the sand 

trap at turn one and two complete. Over the Christmas break we hope to continue these 

improvements with more work directly on track! 

With an already strong community feel around the venue I look forward to building upon 

it by listening to the people that use it each day to ensure the direction of the track falls 

well in line with the wants and needs of the people who currently use it. A demonstration 

of this will be when we launch our new ride day product later in December. With first-

class well-known motorbike personalities coming to Wakefield Park to provide tuition on 

ride days.   

Looking over the next few months at Wakefield Park we see the sun come out and the 

number of people around the track rise! HSRCA 22nd – 23rd September will kick it off with 

a large number of competitors and spectators looking to flock to the venue over what will 

be a fantastic weekend on and off track.  

Our leaner drivers will have a chance to test their skills as we launch a leaner drivers 

awareness program which is aimed towards providing a safe environment while we 

demonstrate the effects of distractions and changing road conditions.  

Cobra Nats returns for its 15th straight year with cars venturing from all around Australia 

to enter what is a world class event. It will be a wild next few months but a very enjoyable 

one with many days filled with some great events….  

  Hope to see you at Wakefield …….  

    Dean 



Harry Seaman  -  Hazard 

Jak

FIRE TRAINING @ WAKEFIELD 

Early August saw the entire team at Wakefield be put through their paces for fire preparedness 

at the venue. Thanks to Simon Maas-Racesafe and our local fire service supplier (Argyle fire), 

all staff from cafe, office and trackside all had the opportunity to learn about fire behaviour and 

most appropriate means to extinguish fire considering the surroundings. 

The morning session was for all staff to have a go at extinguishing a simulated stove fire and 

small flame tray using all different types of extinguishers. 

The afternoon session was dedicated to the trackside crew conducting live fire/rescue training, 

use of extraction equipment (jaws of life) to cut up a car, remove a driver from a vehicle with an 

injury and use of tilt tray. 

The venue's new fire vehicles (purchased earlier in the year) were also put to the test showing 

their capabilities should they have to be used in a real life situation. 

The entire team benefited from the training, new Ops Manager Dean was thrown in the deep 

end, cafe staff learnt how to put a stove fire out and our trackside team were put through their 

paces demonstrating a worse case scenario.  

Thanks must go to Simon Maas for his knowledge and know-how on the topic and willingness 

to assist others in their learning. 

 



Photos by Judi McDonald 

Those were the days! 
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Photos by  

Judi McDonald 

 

Home/Motor Racing/2018 Mid-Season Review 

2018 Mid-Season Review 

 
The inaugural season of the AMRS has reached the half-way mark, and there are already plenty of 
highlights, standout performances and talking points. Commentator Lachlan Mansell delivers his 
verdict on the first three rounds of the series. 

 When the concept of the AMRS was first floated, the goal was to set up a national series delivering a pro-
fessionally-run but affordable level of race meeting, with a focus on competitor enjoyment. 

Based on the quality of racing and feedback from categories and competitors, the AMRS is certainly tick-
ing all the right boxes. From my point of view in the commentary box, here are some of the best moments 
so far. 

 The stars of the show 

Even in its first season, the AMRS has already attracted some very high calibre drivers, especially in cate-
gories such as Formula 3, Formula Ford and Legend Cars. 

https://amrseries.com.au/
https://amrseries.com.au/category/motor-racing/
https://amrseries.com.au/
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In terms of raw numbers, it’s hard to look past James Burge and Ric Shaw as the standout drivers for the 
first three rounds; Burge strung together an amazing 12 successive race wins in Legend Cars, his streak on-
ly coming to an end when he suffered a broken axle in Race 3 at Morgan Park. Shaw remains undefeated in 
Mazda RX8 Cup with eight race wins, and has had to work hard for most of those victories due to the tight-
ly-controlled nature of the category. 

Jake Camilleri has been the class of the field in GT-1, the Miniature Race Car category has largely been 
dominated by Chad Cotton, Hunter McElrea was a comprehensive winner in the Formula Ford season 
opener, and Cameron Shields and Harri Jones are staging an intense battle for Formula 3 supremacy. 

Beyond the outright winners, there have been some other impressive performances which have flown under 
the radar, but deserve recognition. For example, Aaron Prosser’s podium finish in the Morgan Park Mazda 
RX8 Cup round came in his first ever circuit racing event on Australian soil. And watching the small, nim-
ble Renault Clio of Damien Hunter nipping at the heels of the more powerful outright cars in the Winton 
Super TT races was classic David v Goliath stuff. 

 The best race 

While there are a series of national categories doing the complete AMRS circuit, the events have been sup-
plemented by a selection of local classes as well. One of these local classes, Queensland Production Sports, 
staged a 50-minute enduro at Morgan Park, which just happened to be the best race of the year so far. 

In a fine display of motorsport theatre, it was a race where the storyline continually evolved before eventu-
ally culminating in a blockbuster climax. 
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It started with Porsche pilots Wayne Hennig and Steve McFadden battling for the lead. But a mid-race 
shower of rain saw the running order thrown completely out the window, as lower-class cars on treaded 
tyres suddenly found themselves with a clear advantage over the more powerful cars on slicks. The sight of 
James Wilkins’ overtaking Porsche Cup Cars as he hauled his production-spec Toyota 86 into the top three 
was something to behold. 

Later in the race, the rain stopped and natural order was restored. McFadden closed onto the tail of Hennig 
and in the final five minutes, the two Porsche drivers pushed as hard as they dared, McFadden throwing 
everything he had at Hennig, but ultimately falling just 0.1s short in a climatic conclusion to an epic race. 

 Live stream lunacy 

The inclusion of live streaming has been popular among competitors and fans alike, and the Blend Line TV 
team has committed to continually refining and improving the broadcast. 

So far, I’ve been joined by three different co-commentators at the three events, all of whom have provided 
a unique perspective on the racing. From the encyclopaedic historical knowledge of Garry O’Brien at Win-
ton, to the raw enthusiasm of Mark Nancarrow at Mallala and the dry humour of Mark Jones at Morgan 
Park, I’ve thoroughly enjoyed working with all three of my co-announcers so far. 

Daniel Beckinsale and Shane Rogers keep lifting their game in the stream production as well, and even 
have a bit of fun with it – just witness the on-screen graphics at Winton when I challenged Garry to name 
all the Australian Formula Ford Champions on the Supercars grid! 

There will be further developments to the streaming package over the remaining rounds of the series, which 
we look forward to announcing soon. 

 Code 60s and Kangaroo Flags 

 

To ensure their pit-stop handicap system could be 
implemented effectively, GT-1 elected to shun 
the Safety Car and instead introduced a “Code 
60” caution protocol, in which drivers would 
slow down to 60km/h if there was an incident.. 

 It was used at Mallala and despite some of the 
cynical claims that drivers would not be able to 
resist closing onto the car in front, it worked per-
fectly. 

And making an appearance at Morgan Park was 
the Kangaroo Flag, due to the high propensity for 
wildlife to invade the circuit late in the afternoon. 
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A dedicated team 

 

The on-track action may be the focus on weekends, but the AMRS management team deserves their time in 
the spotlight as well. It consists of a travelling circus of passionate enthusiasts, many of whom are volunteer 
officials who generously give up their time to travel interstate for events. 

As the series manager for the AMRS, Wayne Williams deserves plenty of accolades for enticing such a 
healthy array of categories, and he has been ably assisted by Sarah Ackerly, the race secretary at all the 
events. Other familiar faces include experienced Clerks of the Course Daryl McHugh and Richard Weston, 
while Benalla Auto Club committee members Bruce Robertson and Gary Gourlay have filled the stewards’ 
roles. 

Along with BAC Group CEO Chris Lewis-Williams (who has also attended each event), these management 
staff and officials are passionate about the sport, and nowhere is this reflected more than in the down time. 
Even when the racing stops and we’re all enjoying a more relaxed moment having dinner and drinks at the 
pub, the conversation rarely ventures far from the series, and how to improve it. 

And for the continued growth of the AMRS, that can only be a good thing. 
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Round 4 Wakefield Park – Sunday Wrap 

Home/Motor Racing/Round 4 Wakefield 
 

 Park – Sunday Wrap 
Consistent Stoupas wins GT-1 round 
Matt Stoupas recorded a pair of top-four finishes in today’s two 50-minute races to take Audi’s first overall 
round win in GT-1 Australia. 
Stoupas finished third in Race 1 (behind Rio Nugara and Rod Salmon) and fourth in Race 2 (behind John 
Goodacre, Geoff Taunton and Jake Camilleri) – these results, combined with the points he scored for pole posi-
tion, were enough for him to take overall victory. 
Nugara’s Race 1 triumph was largely due to a short mandatory pit-stop time, which gave him an advantage over 
many other drivers when the entire field pitted under a Code 60 intervention, triggered when Taunton’s MARC 
Car and the McLaughlan Audi stopped on the track. 
Goodacre’s Race 2 win came from a rear-of-field start; he retired on the first lap of Race 1, due to contact with 
the Ferrari of Jamie Arratoon. 
Jake Camilleri (fourth and third in the two races) and Rod Salmon (second and fifth) completed the outright po-
dium. 
 Jarvis Defeats Seton to take TA2 points lead 
Ashley Jarvis has taken the lead of the Performax TA2 Muscle Car Series, after a dramatic day that saw his two 
main title rivals come to grief at the start of Race 3. 
Hugh McAlister and Russell Wright tangled at the first corner, both cars spearing into the gravel trap and sus-
taining damage. Wright finished the race several laps down but McAlister retired. 
At the restart, leader Aaron Seton was caught out by debris on the circuit and ran off, handing the lead to Jarvis 
who won Race 3. Jarvis withstood pressure from Seton to take first place in Race 4, and his third round win of 
2018. 
 Burge and Morse Battle for Legend Cars glory 
James Burge has added another round win to his Legend Cars Australia tally, after a close contest with Zane 
Morse. 
Morse won this morning’s reverse-grid race, held in greasy conditions, but Burge reigned supreme in the final 
two races of the weekend to extend his points advantage at the front of the field. 
Brendan Hourigan continued his perfect streak of podium finishes by finishing third overall, after a tight battle 
with Ben Jagger and Rick Christy. 
The most spectacular moment of the weekend happened in the final race when Josh Hourigan and Stephen Chil-
by tangled in Turn 3; both drivers retired with damage. 
 Another round win for Shaw in RX8 Cup 
Will Harris pushed him all the way, but Ric Shaw survived the enslaught to claim his third consecutive Mazda 
RX8 Cup round win. 
The two drivers won a race apiece yesterday, and Harris looked to have to early ascendancy today after stealing 
a win from Shaw with a cheeky switchback move in the last corner of Race 3. 
But Shaw led every lap of Race 4 after beating Harris off the line, and Harris fell back to third behind Aaron 
Prosser, who set a new lap record as he pursued Shaw all the way to the finish. 
The consistent Stephen McLaine recorded a pair of top-five finishes in today’s two races to round out the week-
end podium. 
 Coulter, Mork and Edwards victorious in combined category 
Michael Coulter led home his father Steve in today’s three Stock Car races to take his second Stock Cars round 
win for the season. 
Shane Harris finished third behind the Coulters, after David Hender retired with a spectacular mechanical fail-
ure in the final race. 
In the Aussie Racing Utes, Richard Mork added two more wins to his tally while Wayne Williams was victori-
ous in the other race; Clint Henderson finished third overall. 
Brent Edwards dominated the Super Six Touring Car class to extend his points advantage in the category. 
 Thomas, McWhite and Burchartz complete Fvee, Miniature Race Cars and IROC Challenge clean 
sweeps 
Dylan Thomas survived a couple of off-track excursions at Turn 2 to edge out Geoff Bennett for the overall 
round win in Formula Vee, while Garry Hook finished in third position and Bernie Cannon took honours in the 
1200cc class. 
Craig McWhite took the lead of the Miniature Race Car Series by winning all four races, and the round, ahead 
of Brad Lemon. 
Another race win for Sven Burchartz allowed the Melbourne lawyer to extend his points lead over Greg Keene 
in the IROC Challenge. 

Round 4 Wakefield Park—Sunday Wrap 

https://amrseries.com.au/
https://amrseries.com.au/category/motor-racing/
https://amrseries.com.au/
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Photos of the Wakefield Round 4 of AMRS were taken 

by Caitlin Sartori 
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Flags are flying at Winton
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Royal Addition to AMRS  
Broadcast Team 
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Supercar Testing at Winton 
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Winton super 

challenge 
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Winton super 

challenge 

Photos by 

Judi  

McDonald 
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SPRINTS @ WINTON  PHOTOS BY JUDI MCDONALD 
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Festival 

of speed 

Photos 
By 

Karl 
Phillipson 
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Festival of 

speed 

Photos by 

Judi McDonald 
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Supercar Practice August 14 

at Winton 

Photos by 

Judi McDonald 
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Speedway ~ Photos by Judi McDonald 
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           Rally X ~ Photos by Karl Phillipson 
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2018 Calendar 

March 9-11 Winton Raceway 

April 6-8  Mallala 

June 8-10  Morgan Park 

Aug 17-19  Wakefield Park 

Oct 26-28  Sydney Motorsport Park 

Nov 16-18  Winton Raceway 


